ZEECO EUROPE LTD.
Combustion Equipment Engineering, Manufacturing, Sales, Service, and Support
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Zeeco is the global leader in combustion and environmental solutions for the refinery, production, petrochemical, power, pharmaceutical, and biogas industries. With more than 35 years of industry experience and a worldwide footprint of built-for-purpose manufacturing facilities, Zeeco’s reputation for excellence in engineering, reliability, and integrity sets the industry standard. ZEECO® product lines include ultra-low emission burners, gas and liquid flaring systems, and hazardous and non-hazardous waste incineration.

We work where you work.

Zeeco Europe manufactures flare tips, process/power burners and thermal oxidisers/incinerators in a state of the art facility in Stamford, Rutland, UK, with easy access off the A-1. Our ever-growing team features a unique, multi-skilled technician service that effectively and efficiently supports all combustion products—ours and those of our competitors.

Recent projects completed entirely through the Zeeco Europe sales, engineering, manufacturing and commissioning/installation process include refinery and petrochemical application projects in the UK, the North Sea fields, throughout the rest of Europe and the Middle East.

Quality. Our customers expect it, we demand it.

Zeeco Europe supplies aftermarket parts for our own equipment and that of our competitors. Our customers never have to settle for merely replacing technologies, because in many cases we can provide better-than-OEM solutions. In addition, we offer start-up, commissioning, inspection, and training performed by our own highly-trained, industry-accredited service engineers. We audit all sub vendors for quality, health, and safety compliance, and only those vendors who pass our rigorous criteria make the Zeeco approved vendors list.
General Capabilities

- Flares, including flare tips for utility, steam/air assist, sonic, ground, and elevated flares, flare rental systems, flare refurbishment, onshore/offshore flares
- Process and Power Burners, including burner retrofits, pilot ignition upgrades, burner tiles, radiant wall burners, oil/gas fired burners. Compliance to EN746-2, NFPA 85, EN 12952-8, IEC 61508, IEC 61511
- Flare Gas or Vapour Recovery systems
- Aftermarket Parts, Service and Engineered Solutions, including general parts, gas tips, oil tips, pilots, thermocouples, flare tips, burner spares, oil guns, hand held igniters, ignition panels FFG/HEI, junction boxes, etc.
- Compliance with ISO, ATEX, PED, CE, NORSOK
- BOSIET Certified service engineers
- Environmental compliance with the European directive on emissions
- Advanced modelling, including CFD modelling, finite element analysis, physical and 3-D modelling
- Installation and maintenance services, including difficult access solutions and remote inspection services using the latest drone technology
- On-site pilot demonstration and testing

Projects managed right from the start.

Zeeco’s ISO 9001 accredited quality management system ensures an interactive, responsive process of review and leads into a lean manufacturing process. Our dedicated project engineers, combustion engineers, draftsmen, and manufacturing personnel work alongside you to see your project through from initial kick-off meetings to on-time delivery. We respond quickly to your questions or concerns, and strive for a 24 hour or less turnaround time on answers.

We give you as much control as you require, ensuring your inspection requirements are met; providing the control you demand within the overall manufacturing and/or service process. Rest assured your equipment will be engineered and built using manufacturing best practices including: material segregation, traceability, staging, and first materials entry; raw material manipulation, fabrication, inspection, and testing; all the way through to specialised final inspection, finishing and shipping. Our CSWIP Authorised Welding Coordinator oversees inspection to any AIA requirement. From initial project launch through the full array of potential service requirements for any works program, including pre-shutdown assessment, project installation, supervision, commissioning, and emergency specialist support, Zeeco Europe is your single source combustion equipment solution.